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Certus Gaming @ NIGA 2019, Booth 2112 
The Connected Casino by Certus™ is a comprehensive casino and route management solution offering 
Real-Time Data, a patented Marketing Automation Engine, fully Cloud-Based capable and featuring fully 

functional Mobile App that serves as a Virtual Player Card.  #Analytics #BusinessIntelligence 
#Marketing #Systems #CasinoManagement #BestofBreed 
 
 
Las Vegas, Nevada, March 28, 2019, – Certus Gaming USA, Inc., is pleased to announce it will once again 
exhibit its new generation casino and route management solutions at the National Indian Gaming 
Association Tradeshow taking place the week of April 1st in sunny San Diego, California.   
 
The Connected Casino by Certus™ gaming solutions were designed by a team of experts having decades 
of experience in the industry, incorporating the latest technologies and methodologies in gaming.   
 
“The Connected Casino is nothing short of a success story.  Not only do we offer the most advanced, and 
frankly, economical solutions, our patented Marketing Automation engine is market proven to 
significantly increase revenues.  That’s right, a management solution that doesn’t merely do mundane 
operational tasks, it is truly proven to drive revenues.  We look forward to continuing as a supporter of 
NIGA and more importantly, supporting the mission of the National Indian Gaming Association and all its 
members” stated Kurt Quartier, President for Certus Gaming USA. 
 
Come visit Certus at Booth 2112 for a demo or contact Catherine Blieka cblieka@certus-gaming.com to 
arrange a meeting time.   
  
Certus Gaming USA, Inc. is a subsidiary of Certus Technologies, Sarl, a Luxemburg based company which 
develops and delivers cloud-based systems solutions for the gaming industry. Certus solutions are 
leading the way in allowing operations to connect with gaming patrons in new and innovative ways, 
using real-time business analytics and a US patented industry leading marketing automation engine. 
For more information, please visit:  http://www.certus-gaming.com/ 
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